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ABSTRACT
Transportation governance is an understudied topic, despite its potential to
have significant influences on the quality of transit service, and integration
of services across transit agencies. Past research has usually tackled this
topic obliquely, or through studies focused on a single region or multiple
regions in a single state. The present study builds on this foundation
through the systemic analysis of data measuring jurisdictional fragmenta-
tion and cross-jurisdictional formal institutions facilitating ties across transit
agency and local government jurisdictional boundaries (defined here as
regionalization), for example, via state government involvement, multi-
jurisdictional organizations, multi-jurisdictional funding, shared board mem-
berships across agencies (conjunctions) and interagency agreements. The
authors use comparative case study analysis to examine four highly frag-
mented metropolitan statistical areas, two with strong cross-jurisdictional
institutions, and two where such institutions are comparatively weak, or
nonexistent. The objective is to use a cohesive research strategy for mea-
suring different cross-jurisdictional, regionalizing governance strategies
with a single indexed measure, and trace narratively how differences in
the indexed measure and the institutions it represents correspond to
differences in transit system outcomes.

Introduction

Insufficient integration of separate transportation agencies, often across multiple local government
jurisdictions, makes it difficult to ensure coordination of service coverage, scheduling, and fare
payment, among other things that are important to the rider. Previous research has identified the
negative effect transfers can have on the effectiveness of transit service, such as increased travel time,
diseconomies in facilities and routes, poor disaster preparedness and reduced ridership, though
technology like fare cards and data sharing can help overcome some of these barriers (Iseki &
Taylor, 2009; Rivasplata, Iseki, & Smith, 2012). Such issues may become more common as more
transit services are planned and financed at the local level (Goldman, Corbett, &Wachs, 2001a, 2001b;
Wachs, 2003). Devolution of transportation funding decisions to lower levels of government creates
wide variance in both governance and funding institutions—some managed and/or funded at the state
level, others nested within city governments, authorized as independent special districts with their own
funding source, and others created by interagency agreements, among other arrangements—all with
their own advantages and disadvantages for developing cross-jurisdictional services. Scholars do not
yet fully understand the relationship between variation in the formal governance of transportation
systems—such as occurs through shared board memberships, multi-jurisdictional or state entities, or
interagency agreements—and system outcomes. More fundamentally, previous literature has not
provided a consistent approach for the measurement of transportation governance that can
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accommodate the extensive institutional heterogeneity and complexity one observes across metropo-
litan regions, even those within the same nation and state.

Existing scholarship has provided a foundation for understanding transportation governance
from an institutional perspective, such as the work on transportation policy integration in Europe
and Canada (e.g., Geerlings & Stead, 2003; May, Kelly, & Shepherd, 2006; Stead & Meijers, 2009) and
on interorganizational collaboration in U.S. metropolitan transportation planning (e.g., Goldman &
Deakin, 2000; Haynes, Gifford, & Pelletiere, 2005; Miller, Englisher, Kaplan, & Halvorsen, 2005;
Miller & Lam, 2003; Taylor & Schweitzer, 2005; Transportation Research Board and National
Research Council, 1999). These studies, while not always explicitly theorized or grounded in
institutional theory, are nevertheless about formal institutions that yield collaboration, coordination,
cooperation, and integration.

However, much of this work has relied on case study of single metropolitan regions or multiple
regions in a single state. This leaves two critical gaps: first, the absence of reliable and valid
institutional measures, and—more fundamentally—sound measures of both the jurisdictional frag-
mentation and regionalization of the metropolitan transportation system; and, second, the lack of
a strong connection of such research to theoretical and empirical literature on metropolitan
governance, which tends to apply explicitly institutional frameworks.

This article contemplates the metropolitan transportation system through an institutional lens,
and develops an approach to measuring the governance of this system by drawing on insights from
metropolitan governance scholarship, especially as elucidated in the literatures on institutional
collective action and multi-level governance. This article presents in detail the theorization and
measurement of the variables comprising the transit governance measure, and its factor analytic
approach to developing from these a single index measure. It then uses case studies to explore how
variation in this measure links to differences in underlying institutions, and the system outcomes
that result.1 The authors illustrate this measure and the impact of key institutional differences
through four case studies, selected to highlight how they did/did not accommodate the extensive
variation that can occur in the cross-jurisdictional knitting together of highly fragmented systems.

A previous study of the 200 largest metro regions in the U.S. identified strong variation of transit
agencies ranked MSAs in terms of agency governance, and the strength of the formal institutions
supporting cross-jurisdictional services. While the previous work developed the methodology, this
article shows in detail institutional variation corresponds roughly to regional transportation outcomes.

The present study compares four highly fragmented regions with differing levels of coordination
across jurisdictions: comparing California’s two largest metro regions (anchored by San Francisco
and Los Angeles) with two regions in other states, chosen for their comparatively low levels of
coordination (Detroit/Southeast Michigan and Dallas-Fort Worth). The research provides insights to
public transportation planners and policymakers about the role of formal institutions and how they
can be adjusted to support transit connectivity through strategic policy interventions.

Background literature

Metropolitan public transportation systems

This study conceptualizes a metropolitan public transportation system as the complete system of public
transit services in the metropolitan statistical area (MSA), which is likely to be broader than the
boundaries of a single transit agency. The MSA was chosen as the unit of analysis due in part to its
definitional tie to commute patterns, and also because it is large enough to contain a mix of metropo-
litan land use typologies and densities. Urbanized areas—another census-based geography which
functions as the anchor in the designation of MSAs—must have a density of at least 500 people per
square mile (~193 people per square kilometer), and do not account for the extensive socioeconomic
connectivity to lower density parts of a region. The combined statistical area (CSA) was also considered,
but is problematic because the employment interchange can be as low as 15%, versus 25% for MSAs.
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The choice of MSA, therefore, was based on the reasonable expectation that a transportation system
might choose to serve potential riders in areas with a fairly robust connection—via employment
interchange measures—to the regional core. Therefore this study examines institutions that might
provide the platform for serving such riders, if it should be deemed necessary to do so.2

The primary organization in the metropolitan public transportation system is the transit agency.
Based on National Transit Database definitions, these can be units in city, county, or other local
governments, extensions of state departments of transportation or other state agencies, independent
public agencies or authorities, units within a regional entity such as metropolitan planning organiza-
tion (MPO) or council of government (COG), or an independent or government-contracted private
provider.3 Each varies in its institutional function, such as its ability to tax, and the extent of its
coordination with other agencies. Transit agencies also vary in their intra-organizational features.
For example, while they are typically led by a board of directors, these board members can be
political or administrative appointees of a state governor or local government legislative body, or can
be elected directly. The size of the board, the tenure of individual members, and the voting processes
can also be quite different from one transit agency to the next.

Metropolitan public transportation systems are often highly fragmented, with services provided
by myriad transit agencies and running across multiple jurisdictional boundaries (Weinreich,
Skuzinski, & Hamidi, 2018). This institutional fragmentation does not vary significantly with
population or even area. Thus, a smaller or less populous metropolitan region will not necessarily
have a more fragmented metropolitan public transportation system than a much larger one. This is
consistent with metropolitan fragmentation in general-purpose local governments, which is depen-
dent more directly on each state’s system of local government formation than on the size of the
metropolitan region (Stephens & Wikstrom, 2007). The next section discusses how the organization
of the metropolitan public transportation system can be understood through theoretical lenses used
in the broader scholarship on metropolitan governance: public choice, institutional collective action,
and multilevel governance. This multi-layered system of local governments, transit agencies, and
metropolitan planning organizations is both empowered and limited by the powers granted to each
unit (Briffault, 1995; Cashin, 1999; Reynolds, 2003) that can make it difficult to make decisions that
are in the best interests of the greater regional population (Briffault, 1995). This can encourage the
proliferation of local government entities, but can also incentivize competitive behaviors over
cooperative ones. In the public transit domain, providers need to ferry riders from one locality to
another, but the presence of multiple operators and the need to bring riders across jurisdictional
boundaries can become an institutional challenge, which must be overcome.

Methods for overcoming local jurisdictional powers impacting transit agencies have been studied
through several lenses, including examination of cross-agency integration through a systems engineer-
ing, public management, institutional and microeconomic. Most studies on the issue have examined it
through the public management lens (e.g. Miller et al., 2005; Miller & Lam, 2003), while some have also
discussed cross-agency coordination from the perspective of interagency cooperation supported by
norms of relationships developed over time (Chrisholm, 1989). There are relatively few studies that have
focused on an institutional perspective (e.g. Goldman, 2005; Weinreich et al., 2018).

Theoretical foundations and framework

The metropolitan public transportation system is a nexus of institutional form and service function,
one that speaks directly to the central question of scholarship on metropolitan governance (e.g.,
Basolo, 2003; Brenner, 2002; Swanstrom, 2001)—i.e., can a highly jurisdictionally fragmented region
with robust cross-jurisdictional institutions perform just as well in the provision and production of
public services as one with minimal or no jurisdictional fragmentation? Or, in the context of transit
systems: can a region with more than 20 transit agencies (as is characteristic of MSAs like Miami,
Los Angeles, or San Francisco) that are highly interwoven and institutionally coordinated match or
exceed the efficiency, equity, and effectiveness of a region with only one such entity?
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From the political economy perspective of the public choice theorist, one must not assume jurisdic-
tional fragmentation, whether among local governments or transit agencies or other policymaking
organizations, is a cause or correlate of negative outcomes in metropolitan areas, but should rather test
whether evidence supports such relationships (Ostrom & Ostrom, 1972; Ostrom, Tiebout, & Warren,
1961). The organizations comprising the metropolitan region are not inherently competitive, but
instead have a remarkable capacity for collective action and self-organization to solve problems that
go beyond their boundaries. Their ability to work together has been described at length using insights
drawn from rational choice institutionalism, transaction cost economics, and networks, in a broad
framework commonly dubbed institutional collective action (Feiock, 2007; Feiock, Steinacker, & Park,
2009; LeRoux & Carr, 2010; Skuzinski, 2017). Although typically focused at the service provision and
production of the general-purpose local government, research in this area can be readily generalized
(Feiock & Scholz, 2009). As detailed in the discussion of variable operationalization, there are many
institutional attributes at both the inter-organizational and intra-organizational level that one would
expect to affect the structure of transportation system governance.

Metropolitan governance research also frequently relies on a multi-level governance framework
for organizing inquiry. Governance institutions can be understood readily as manifesting both
vertically (via higher level organizational structures, and intergovernmental relations to coordinate
actions within a system), as well as horizontally (via mechanisms that connect among the units
within a given level). The horizontal-vertical conceptualization is commonplace throughout metro-
politan governance scholarship and the broader literature on collaboration in multi-level policy
settings. Hamilton, Miller, and Paytas (2004) expressly use a conceptual matrix in which horizontal
and vertical relations can each be more centralized or more decentralized, yielding metropolitan
regions whose governance mode can be described by the intersection of these features. This
approach has also been applied specifically to the public transportation policy domain, as one
would expect given the explicitly multi-level governance approach of the partnership model under
ISTEA and TEA-21 (Goldman & Deakin, 2000). Nelles (2012) has used both horizontal and vertical
dimensions of governance, and the linkages between them, to understand public transportation
systems. And Weir, Rongerude, and Ansell (2009) emphasize the importance of vertical power in
sustaining horizontally grounded capacity for regional transportation policymaking.

Conceptual framework

Earlier work has operationalized and measured the degree of regionalization, defined here as the extent
of formal, cross-jurisdictional coordinative institutions—those that can, in theory, make a highly
fragmented region become as effective for delivering services as one where there is low or no jurisdic-
tional fragmentation. This is summarized in Table 1, though further details beyond those in the
following section are provided in Weinreich et al. (2018). This analysis was conceptualized to code
data that would reflect transit governance institutions and their potential to overcome jurisdictional
divisions when providing services. This data focused on funding measures reflecting transit operations,
chosen for their institutional consistency over time (capital projects begin and end), and examined all
identifiable transit agencies funded to some degree by public sources, and open to the general public.4

Following the categories from Table 1, Weinreich et al. (2018) conducted a national data
collection covering 12,568 municipalities in 200 MSAs across the U.S. The discussion below details
the data collection process behind each variable in the Weinreich et al. (2018) study, which the
present study expands upon with an in-depth qualitative analysis of four cases:

Hierarchy: Direct provision of service by a state-controlled transit agency or state-controlled
multi-jurisdictional entity

The state operation variable identified whether a transit agency was a state-level agency. Weinreich
et al. (2018) used board membership data to determine this, as a proxy for decision-making
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authority. The authors encountered a variety of governance situations, ranging from full state
governance, as a department of the state department of transportation (DOT) to just a single state
representative on the board, representing more of a conjunction than full control. Appointments
from any state entity, including the DOT, the governor or the state legislature were counted as state
operation. In practice, this could refer to either a situation where a statewide transit agency, like CT
Transit in Connecticut, runs services across the state, or to a regional agency like Tri-MET in
Portland (ORS §267.090), where the service only covers a limited urban area, but the board is
appointed by the governor, rather than locally. Board membership data came from either each
agency’s annual report, comprehensive annual financial report, or bylaws.

Hierarchy: Direct funding by the state or multi-jurisdictional entity

The state funding variable helps identify whether state tax money is supporting transit service in the
region. In most transit agencies, Weinreich et al. (2018) used the “nonoperating expenditure” section
of the annual budget or comprehensive annual financial report (CAFR) to search for revenue
sources, looking for any state operating sources. Non-operating revenue will usually be categorized

Table 1. Regionalizing mechanisms (Weinreich et al., 2018).

Category Descriptive name Description Source

Hierarchy Multi-jurisdictional
operation

A district, authority, or other governmental
or quasi-governmental body spans two or
more units and exercises control over
a significant aspect of service operation.

(Weinreich, 2017; Miller, 2002)

Multi-jurisdictional
funding

A district, authority, or other
governmental or quasi-governmental
body spans two or more units and
exercises control over a significant aspect
of service funding.

State operation The state(s) in which a MSA is located
exercise(s) control over a significant aspect
of service operation.

(Goldman, Corbett, & Wachs,
2001b; Briffault, 2000)

State funding The state(s) in which a MSA is located
exercise(s) control over a significant
aspect of service funding.

Exit prevention Local option taxation The nonparticipation of a local unit in
providing funding is limited by regulations
requiring multi-jurisdictional voting or
other participation-based incentives/
mandates.

(Weinreich, 2016b; Goldman,
2007)

Interagency agreement Two or more adjacent transit agencies
(either independent or nested within
a local government) execute an agreement
to coordinate significant aspect(s) of
service operation.

(Transit Cooperative Research
Program, 2012; Chen &
Thurmaier, 2009)

Conjunction Transit agency vertical
conjunction

A transit agency’s decision-making body
has representative(s) on it from a given
county/municipality and/or the MPO(s)
with which its service area overlaps.

(Gerber & Loh, 2015; Bae &
Feiock, 2012; LeRoux,
Brandenburger, & Pandey, 2010;
Frederickson, 1999)

Transit agency horizontal
conjunction

A transit agency’s decision-making body
has representative(s) on it from adjacent
transit agency(ies).

MPO vertical conjunction A MPO’s decision-making body has
representative(s) on it from a given
county/municipality and/or transit
agency(ies) in its planning area.

MPO horizontal
conjunction

A MPO’s decision-making body has
representative(s) on it from adjacent
MPO(s).

Weinreich et al., 2018.
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by federal, state, or local, and may include details like the particular state grant programs from which
operating revenue was received. Some states like New York and California provide substantial
financial support for local services, though other states like Alabama provide next to nothing for
local transit agencies.

Also in the Hierarchy category, the authors developed a variable for multi-jurisdictional funding,
which identified the presence or absence of sub-state sources of revenue funding transit operations
in the MSA. Multi-jurisdictional funding sources could include: a taxing district, sometimes called an
independent special district, supporting a transit service, a local option tax approved by voters,
a county or a transit agency that covers more than one jurisdiction, a toll levied by an independent
special district and used to support transit operations, or general fund support from a county that
serves more than one local municipal jurisdiction.

This information was gathered from state documents like the comptroller’s office, transit agency/
city/county sources like the most recent available comprehensive annual financial report (CAFR), the
budget, or the website, as well as the long range regional transportation plans (LRTP) for the
particular metro area. Though in some instances, information came from a newspaper or authoriza-
tion legislation, in which case the authors checked to make sure the tax had actually been enacted,
and supported transit operations, rather than capital expenses.

Exit prevention: Participation of local governments in funding with high exit barriers

The authors examined the voting process for local option taxation, since these can decide whether
local jurisdictions will be a part of the transit system and can demark boundaries for service planning
and implementation. The variables distinguished between cases where local municipalities could opt
out of funding the service or participating in the transit district versus cases where they could not.
Information was coded from state enabling statutes, agency annual reports, and agency web pages.
When these were insufficient, the authors gathered information from state and county election
results, or newspaper articles, announcing the passage of a tax.

Organizational coordination: Voluntary agreements among transit agencies

Interagency Agreements are essentially contracts between governments, and are akin to contracts
between companies. The term is often used interchangeably with memoranda of understanding
(MOU), contract, interagency agreements, and service agreements. In some states, transit agencies,
MPOs and general-purpose local governments coordinate through formal structures known as joint
powers authorities (JPAs), which are particularly common in California. Since the effect of creating
such an authority is the joint management of a service, the authors included them in this category as
well, conceptually, serving as a more comprehensive and institutionalized agreement to cooperate
over time. Since the scope was formal operational structures, Weinreich et al. (2018) was limited to
interagency agreements over service operation, excluding agreements over construction of new
transit lines, or purchase of new equipment, which would all be capital expenses. Additionally,
since Weinreich et al. (2018) focused on transit fragmentation, they limited themselves to inter-
agency agreements between transit agencies (not cities, counties, MPOs and other agencies).
However in instances where a city, county or other government operates a transit agency, the
authors examined interagency agreements between that government and other transit agencies in
the MSA; agreements outside the MSA were not included.

As noted, this study focused on agreements or contracts between two or more transit agencies
regarding transit operations. This could include both joint operation of lines, lines that go between
service districts, lines that go to another government/agency’s stations, or other forms of cooperation
requiring an agreement.

The authors requested information from transit agencies, MPOs, state DOTs and other knowl-
edgeable parties who could provide an interagency agreement or other formal document of
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cooperation, sending Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests to transit agencies in the
National Transit Database (NTD) pertaining to joint operation of lines, lines that go between service
districts, lines that go to another government/agency’s stations, fare collection systems, shelter or
other facility sharing, or any other forms of cooperation requiring an agreement (following the
service integration types from Miller et al., 2005). Follow up calls were necessary in many cases.
However disappointing results necessitated a survey to every transit agency for which contact
information was available. Information was supplemented by other available sources on the subject,
particularly a Transit Cooperative Research Program report (2012), which helped locate additional
interagency agreements. The authors also searched the Internet for further evidence of interagency
agreements, and kept detailed notes and screen shots detailing agreements found.

Organizational coordination: Conjunction via dyadic network ties through shared board
memberships

Weinreich et al. (2018) examined board structures to determine whether there was a connection
between governments—for example, a seat at a transit agency board with a representative from
a city, county, MPO or other transit agency. They looked for ties between transit agencies and
municipalities like cities or counties (transit agency vertical conjunctions); transit agencies with other
transit agencies (transit agency horizontal conjunction); MPOs and cities, counties and/or transit
agencies (MPO vertical conjunction); and MPO with a representative from an adjacent MPO (MPO
horizontal conjunction)—as some MSAs contain more than one MPO.

Sources included bylaws, meeting minutes and transit agency websites. Bylaws, when available,
provided clear evidence of seats permanently reserved for representatives from other municipalities,
counties, transit agencies and MPOs. Meeting minutes also provided information about cross-
governmental relationships. However these relationships could be temporary. For example,
a board member on an MPO might come from a particular city, but represents all cities in his/her
county in a position that rotates among cities; thus these relationships may change over time. In
many instances when the prior two sources were unavailable, this study relied on government and
agency websites for the latest board composition. Like the meeting minutes, these positions are not
necessarily permanent, and provided a snapshot in time. Meeting minutes have a clear date, making
it possible to place the board composition in time; however websites required confirmation, with
date stamp to account for such changes.

The aforementioned analysis did not find many conjunctions between transit agencies. Regions with
more transit agency-transit agency connections were usually larger MSAs, with more strongly devel-
oped transit systems, like San Francisco-Oakland-Hayward MSA, where Caltrain serves three counties,
with representatives from governments in each one. The authors checked for neighboring transit
agencies using ESRI ArcGIS, looking at the five transit agencies that share a border with Caltrain,
including San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (Muni), San Mateo County Transit District
(SamTrans) and Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority (VTA), which overlap in service area with
Caltrain and have their representation on Caltrain’s board; looking for which municipalities were served
by those transit agencies helped identify such conjunctions (Caltrain, 2019).

Calculating the index

Weinreich et al. (2018) used the above variables to measure regionalization and compare across
regions. Each variable was coded based on the presence or absence of each cross-jurisdictional
regionalizing institution. Scores were calculated by weighting the variables’ presence in each jur-
isdiction based on population, employment and area, and using principal components analysis
(PCA) to cover the group of variables representing the largest share of the common variance
among variables. Principal components were transformed to a scale with a mean of 100 and standard
deviation of 25, with more regionalized regions having scores above 100. The least regionalized
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MSAs were Anchorage, Alaska, and Baton Rouge, Louisiana, while the most regionalized were Los
Angeles-Long Beach-Anaheim, California, and Boulder, Colorado.

Weinreich et al. (2018) also measured fragmentation of general-purpose local governments,
similarly weighted by population, employment, and area of each municipality, along with counts
of state and local governments. Measures of fragmentation for each MSA were also calculated and
transformed to a scale with a mean of 100 and standard deviation of 25. At the most fragmented end
of the scale were Philadelphia-Camden-Wilmington, Chicago-Naperville-Elgin, Washington-
Arlington-Alexandria, and Cincinnati MSAs. At the least fragmented end of the scale was the
Urban Honolulu MSA.

Research questions

The present study looks into this issue in further detail, focusing on four highly fragmented regions,
two with weak cross-jurisdictional institutions and two with strong ones. This study examines how
each type of cross-jurisdictional regionalizing institution affects the strength of the institutional
coordination, collaboration and cooperation when providing services across jurisdictional bound-
aries in each of the two groups.

Illustrative cases

In order to answer these questions, this study selects four regions that were highly fragmented.
Detroit and Dallas were selected as MSAs where many important transit governing decisions happen
at the city and township level (particularly the ability to opt out of the transit district entirely); and
San Francisco and Los Angeles were selected as MSAs where many such decisions are made at the
county, multi-county or multi-agency levels. San Francisco and Los Angeles were also chosen for
analysis because they were among the top three MSAs for the raw number of transit agencies. Only
Miami-Fort Lauderdale-West Palm Beach was higher, with 23 transit agencies, though this study
chooses to examine the two California regions since they were in the same state, offering compar-
ability of legal systems.

The two sets of regions are analyzed both within groups and across groups, with all having similar
fragmentation scores, but the Detroit-Dallas group having comparatively lower regionalization
scores than the San Francisco-Los Angeles group (Table 2). Comparing these two groups helps
explain the effect that local government decision making can have on the institutional strength of
transit regionalization. The high regionalization scores of the second group are surprising, given that
these two regions have the second and third highest number of transit agencies of any MSA in the
Weinreich et al. (2018) study. While all these regions have high fragmentation levels, the two
California MSAs have done a better job developing cross-jurisdictional institutions, and are analyzed
here in order to understand these differences.

As seen in Table 2, the four regions range in population from 4.3 million (Detroit-Warren-
Dearborn) to 13.1 million (Los Angeles-Long Beach-Anaheim). Dallas-Fort Worth-Arlington has the
most counties, and Los Angeles-Long Beach-Anaheim has the fewest, while Dallas-Fort Worth-
Arlington has the most municipalities, and San Francisco-Oakland-Hayward has the fewest.
Employment is largest in Los Angeles-Anaheim-Long Beach, and lowest for Detroit-Warren-
Dearborn. The percentage of households with zero vehicles, who one might expect to be likely
transit users, was highest in the San Francisco-Oakland-Hayward, followed by Detroit and Los
Angeles, with Dallas-Fort Worth-Arlington MSA having less than half the share of that found in San
Francisco-Oakland-Hayward.5 Finally, the divide between in-county and cross-county commute
flows within the MSA is strongest for Los Angeles-Long Beach-Anaheim, where 93.5% of household
commutes are within a single county. The other three regions range from 70.3%–71.3% within
a single county.6 This is likely because the Los Angles MSA only consists of two counties, each with
a large percentage of the regional population. The other three regions demonstrate equally strong
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demand for cross-county commute options, though in many cases these are lacking, or made
difficult by the large number of transit agencies, poor connections for transfers, separate ticketing,
incompatible scheduling, and significant service gaps.

High fragmentation regions with moderate regionalization: Detroit and Dallas

Detroit-Warren-Dearborn MSA
Detroit and Dallas both reflect strong aggregate regionalization scores, well below Los Angeles, San
Francisco and many other MSAs in California, Florida and other states where transit governance
occurs at the county level. This stands in contrast to Michigan and Texas, where cities can easily opt
out of the service, leaving many holes in the system, and thus leading to the high portions of the
MSA population not being served by transit in Detroit and Dallas. Indeed, both Detroit and Dallas
have many islands without service, in addition to entire counties that are not served (Figures 1 and 2
specify which areas are outside the service boundaries). Places like Arlington, Texas; Frisco, Texas;
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan; Rochester Hills, Michigan; or entire counties like Livingston County,
Michigan. For the rider, this means pockets in the transit system where service cannot go easily (like
Grand Prairie, Texas), job centers they cannot reach (e.g. Frisco, Texas). In Dallas-Fort Worth-
Arlington, this represents jurisdictions containing over 30.3% of the region’s jobs, which are left out
of the region’s transit districts, and 20.3% in Detroit-Warren-Dearborn.

While these two regions both suffer from state laws allowing local jurisdictions to exit, Detroit has
stronger regionalization to overcome these jurisdictional barriers than Dallas-Fort Worth-Arlington,
because they have significantly more connections between agencies and governments.

Although Michigan attempted to create a regional service with the creation of the predecessor to
SMART (Suburban Mobility Authority for Regional Transportation) in 1967, the legislature did not
provide the means for that entity to raise funds, and thus, local transit providers failed to coordinate
with it; leaving the Detroit Metro region with a fragmented transit system where there is minimal
cross-county connecting service, even on some of the major routes, like travel from Wayne County
to Oakland, and vice versa. This, combined with significant service gaps led to a news article
describing a Detroit man’s four-hour commute to work, including two buses, and walking to a job
in Rochester Hills, a jurisdiction that has opted out of SMART (Laitner, 2015).

Detroit has a transit agency nested in a city (Detroit Department of Transportation is
a department of the Detroit city government). Detroit also relies more on interagency agreements
for transit agency connectivity than Dallas. Formal conjunctions go both directions, with each region
ahead in different categories; however Detroit has more formal conjunctions between the transit
agency and a county government. Both regions have low state governance of transit, though again,
Detroit has relatively more state involvement of a minimal sort, simply due to the fact that a higher
percentage of the population lives in jurisdictions within transit district service areas.

Detroit, like Dallas also has moderate levels of multi-jurisdictional funding, likely since in both
cases they have multi-jurisdictional transit agencies like SMART in Detroit; however the decision to
opt in is made at the city level, rather than the county level, limiting coordination. Jurisdictions
opting out of the transit agencies are not participating in multi-jurisdictional funding, leading to
major service gaps. Much of the population lives in transit funding districts that are not multi-
jurisdictional. For example, in Detroit, DDOT is a single jurisdiction agency funded by the city
budget. On the other hand, the area’s multi-jurisdictional agency does not include the city of Detroit
in its taxing district.7 While services do go from the suburbs to Detroit, they do not make
intermediate stops within the city, due to its lack of membership status. The arrangement creates
two separate transit services in the same region—one for Detroit, one for the suburbs—requiring
commuters to transfer between the two in order to commute to/from Detroit and its suburbs, since
only 24% of the MSA’s jobs lie in the DDOT service area (Weinreich et al., 2018), the areas in the
lightest shade in Figure 1. In this case, many of the jobs and people have spread outside the core city,
but the transit agency institutions and funding structures have not followed them. Rather than
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expand DDOT, the state created SMART for the whole region, and only the suburban areas chose to
join, while Detroit opted out. The resulting system requires frequent transfers to travel to/from work,
and does not provide frequent service to outlying areas like Ann Arbor (which is outside the MSA,
but a frequent destination for jobs, education and medical services). Compounding the difficulties,
several additional jurisdictions of the SMART district opted not to join, creating pockets that buses
must travel through without stopping. Enclaves like Rochester Hills have no buses at all, and require
people traveling to jobs there to simply walk. The state certainly has leverage to require the two
agencies to coordinate, since the state provides operating grants, which made up $38.1 million of
SMART’s $114.2 million budget in 2017 (Sonoma-Marin Area Rail Transit District Annual Report,
2017, p. 11).

Indeed, the state government did try to create a new transportation agency, which would not
provide the opportunity for cities and townships to opt out in its enabling legislation. However this
would not have affected the historically difficult coordination between SMART and DDOT. The
governor proposed a four-county regional sales tax, placed before voters in 2016 (Michigan SB 911,
of 2012), though it lost at the polls (Witsil & Lawrence, Detroit Free Press, November 9, 2016). This
regional funding stream would have enabled a more comprehensive regional service with full

Figure 1. Detroit-Warren-Dearborn, Michigan, public transportation system.

Map indicates the organizational structure of transit agencies in Detroit-Warren-Dearborn MSA. Map has been
designed to indicate density of transit agencies, with white areas having the fewest number of overlapping
agencies. In this region, services do not overlap, with agencies adjacent to each other, requiring them to make
interagency agreements to provide cross-agency services. Many islands of opt-out areas are visible within the
SMART service area, as is the stark line between Detroit and the suburbs, which are under different agencies.
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coverage of the district. Subsequent scaled-down proposals have included an MPO-induced partner-
ship between SMART and DDOT to provide limited service on main routes, without requiring
a transfer from one agency to the other (Shea, 2017, December 27). This demonstrates that even in
a seemingly intractable situation, local governments and MPOs still have the ability to coordinate
and cooperate across agencies to consolidate services and facilitate cross-agency trips. However
without adding significant new regional or state sources, it will be difficult to institutionalize this
cooperation over the long term, limiting cross-jurisdictional transportation to routes that both
DDOT and SMART can agree to manage and fund jointly.

Dallas-Fort Worth-Arlington MSA
Dallas-Fort Worth-Arlington has by far the highest percentage of the region’s jobs and population
lying outside its transit system boundaries—in fact a full 41.9% of the MSA’s population lives in
a city not covered by any transit agency. Arlington and Mesquite are some of the largest suburbs
with no transit agency (Figure 2). For example, Arlington has 379,000 people, and no transit agency;
Mckinney has 150,000, Grand Prairie, 120,000; however Arlington has worked to remedy this with
an app-based, on-demand service supported by the city general fund and a short term Jobs Access
and Reverse Commute (JARC) grant disbursed by the MPO. Since each city needs to opt into the

Figure 2. Dallas-Fort Worth-Arlington, Texas, public transportation system.

Map indicates the organizational structure of transit agencies in the Dallas-Fort Worth-Arlington MSA. Few services
overlap in this region, while there are large gaps, covering areas with high population and jobs, particularly in
suburbs like Frisco, among others. Agencies looking to coordinate services through interagency agreements could
do so, but areas not covered by any agency only have the option to provide connections through contractual
agreements with municipalities, if funds are available.
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system independently, many have no institution to provide service, and no dedicated funding source
to support it. Additionally, a state cap on the amount of sales taxes local governments can impose
further restricts the ability of local municipalities to begin new transit taxes, and cities like Arlington
have already dedicated much of their allotment to stadiums, schools, and other uses.8 Cities that do
have transit decided to set aside their allotment for this purpose many decades ago.

For example, the region has tried several strategies at multi-jurisdictional transportation, going
back to the 1980s. They tried to create a comprehensive regional rail service under a single body in
1980, but the plan lost at the polls. A 1983 $8.3 billion light rail and bus expansion plan won with
58% of the vote, approving a 1% sales tax to cover rail (the most allowed under Texas Transportation
Code Chapter 451.404). It left Fort Worth out to maintain local planning and gain more support.
Only 13 cities passed it out of 21, and those where it did not pass, per Texas law, did not join. Fort
Worth later set up its own system, but the tax cap made it difficult to provide the same level of
funding, making it difficult to consider proposals to merge the two systems, or provide more
integrated cross-agency services later on.

Nevertheless, the DART and the Fort Worth Transit Authority developed a commuter train
service between the two areas, called the Trinity Railroad Express (TRE), through an interagency

Figure 3. San Francisco-Oakland-Hayward, California, public transportation system.

Map indicates the organizational structure of transit agencies in San Francisco-Oakland-Hayward MSA, indicating
uniform coverage to all areas (except the bay, which is in white). Darker colors indicate areas in more than one
agency boundary, and many areas have multiple providers; this can be a blessing and a curse—providing many
service options, but creating the potential for service integration challenges. The presence of the bay makes it
difficult to show the connectivity of multi-jurisdictional agencies like BART and AC Transit, which provide for cross-
county services.
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agreement, sharing the responsibilities to fund the service, and providing a link between the two
cities though they were unable to create a single agency.

Finally, using another interagency agreement, the Denton County Transportation Authority (the
far north end of the region) provides A-Train to suburbs north of city. This county transportation
authority was created by the legislature in 2002, and provides a diesel train service connecting to
DART, leasing a DART-owned right of way. However, again, the tax cap makes it difficult to provide
the same level of service on the Denton side of the county line, where their 0.5% local option sales
tax is half that of DART’s—making cross-agency coordination challenging.9

The Dallas-Fort Worth region indicated examples of a transit agency functioning as a unit of
a higher level of government (e.g. county or city)10 in Fort Worth and Denton, but not in Dallas,
where the transit service and the city are completely separate entities. The MSA also exhibits
strong regionalization in Dallas Area Rapid Transit (DART) and Fort Worth Transportation
Authority (FWTA), due to interagency agreements for operating the Trinity Rail Express com-
muter train jointly by DART and FWTA, and formal conjunctions between cities and counties
with transit agencies. For example, DART board members represent the agency’s member cities
(Dallas Area Rapid Transit, 2019), making this a conjunction between a transit agency and cities.
However the governing board of the other major transit agency in the region, FWTA, has eight
out of 11 members appointed by the Fort Worth City Council, while three are appointed by the
Tarrant County Commissioners Court (Texas Transportation Code Chapter 452), creating

Figure 4. Los Angeles-Long Beach-Anaheim, California, public transportation system.

Map indicates the organizational structure of transit agencies in Los Angeles-Long Beach-Anaheim MSA.
Overlapping transit agency boundaries are in darker colors, but all areas are in at least one transit agency. Multi-
jurisdictional agencies like Metrolink cross into several counties. There is a clear distinction between the density of
services in Los Angeles and Orange Counties, and most agencies as well as transit lines stop at the county line.
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conjunctions with both the city and the county. The area had strong formal conjunctions between
cities and counties with the MPO, with a general assembly representing all 229 member govern-
ments—all 16 counties, 167 cities, 19 independent school districts, and 27 special districts (transit
agencies among them). The general assembly then elects an executive board with 17 members,
plus one ex officio state representative (North Central Texas Council of Governments, 2019).

As in Michigan, there was no state governance of transit, and state funding sources were limited
to toll credits to FWTA (Dallas Area Rapid Transit Annual Report, 2016, p. 7; Federal Transit
Administration, 2019a, 2019b; Fort Worth Transportation Authority Annual Report, 2017, p. 29),
and rural transit, through state distribution of federal funds (Federal Transit Administration Section
5307 & 5311 funds) (TxDOT, Texas Transit Statistics Report, 2015, p. 2). In some cases, this is
supplemented by state funds, through the Texas Public Transportation Funding Formula, of which
65% goes to rural providers. However urban areas covered by metropolitan transportation autho-
rities like DART or FWTA are not eligible to receive such funds, though they may receive federal
funds. This system creates a funding gap, with rural areas able to get state funds, but not urban and
suburban areas.

More significant in the DFW metro region were multi-jurisdictional transit funding sources,
though these serve limited areas of the region, with many sub-county jurisdictions opting not to join.
DART has imposed a 1% sales tax only in member jurisdictions, including Dallas, Plano, Irving,
Richardson, Carrollton, Garland, Farmers Branch, Addison, Rowlett, University Park, Highland
Park, Glenn Heights, and Cockrell Hill (Dallas Area Rapid Transit Annual Report, 2016, pp. 6,
54); additionally, a 0.5% sales tax in member cities of Tarrant and Denton Counties funds FWTA
and DCTA. The Dallas-Fort Worth-Arlington MSA had a similar level of regionalization to that of
Detroit, largely due to the dependence on separate funding instruments in geographically separate
parts of the region, with large pockets of cities that have opted out of the transit system. The areas
that are served have succeeded in establishing multi-city transit governance and funding structures,
but cities are not required to join them, and they do not cross very far outside of their core county,
requiring interagency agreements to provide connections. Similarly, in the case of DCTA in Denton
County, the transit authority only receives local sales tax revenue from the cities of Denton,
Lewisville and Highland Village—the same cities that receive DCTA service (Denton County
Transportation Authority, 2016 Annual Report: 46–47).11 Additionally, as a separate county author-
ity from DART, DCTA’s commuter train to Dallas only goes to the county line, requiring passengers
to cross the tracks and transfer to DART trains in order to continue their journey. This is also
problematic because not all schedules are synced, service is less frequent on the Denton side of the
county line.

People in the region often refer to it as the “DFW Metroplex,” but the transit institutions have
advanced little since the days when it was known as separate regions for Dallas or Fort Worth, and
the institutional connections between them are tenuous, even as the jobs have spread around the
region. Most changes since the DART tax was first approved in 1983 have come in the form of
adding new agencies to serve outlying areas like DCTA (Denton), and contractual arrangements
between DART and Mesquite to service outlying areas in limited circumstances through charter
services (e.g. Star Transit). Star Transit represents several outlying counties, having limited funds due
to the absence of dedicated local option transportation taxes in its service area. The board represents
these counties, with appointment by local municipalities, meaning transit agency-city conjunctions.
Interagency agreements with DART ensure connections with other transit agencies, but this con-
tractual service can be discontinued as soon as the agreement expires.

In fact, this is what happened in the case of the city of Arlington, which had a contract for DART to
provide a single line into the city. Since this city does not have its own transit sales tax, and is not
a member of any transit agency, it had no long term, dedicated transit funding. In 2017, the city
discontinued its contract, opting to replace the service with its own app-based, on-demand service,
through contract with a private company, Via (Martin, 2017). However this service is funded out of the
city general fund and federal JARC grant money, leading to limited operation. Elimination of service
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contracted from DART, and initiation of on-demand service by the city has also meant riders taking
Via to TRE must now pay for two fares, with no transfer discount, and transfers are not timed.

Compared to Michigan, the fragmentation is similar but more pronounced, with many jobs and
residences outside transit agency boundaries. However Dallas-Fort Worth-Arlington has also done
more to overcome its agency divisions, with interagency agreements, limited as they are by tax caps,
and uneven funding from one agency to another. For the rider, this means many poorly timed
transfers, and many jobs, hospitals, universities and subsidized housing complexes outside the reach
of the transit system (Hamidi, Jahan, & Moazzeni, 2018).

High fragmentation regions with high regionalization: San Francisco and Los Angeles

San Francisco-Oakland-Hayward and Los Angeles-Long Beach-Anaheim MSAs, both being in
California, are in a similar legal environment, one that supports transit planning at the county
level, rather than the city and transit agency level, as in Michigan and Texas. Fragmentation,
weighted by population, in the San Francisco Bay Area is less than the other three case regions.
Nevertheless, this study finds regionalization to be significantly higher for Los Angeles than it is for
San Francisco. Los Angeles is less fragmented than the San Francisco Bay Area, with 76% of the Los
Angeles-Anaheim population concentrated in Los Angeles County—the most populous county in
the nation—while in the San Francisco-Oakland-Hayward MSA, Alameda County had the highest
population share, having only 34%. High fragmentation is evident in both regions, with 21 transit
agencies in both Los Angeles-Long Beach-Anaheim and San Francisco-Oakland-Hayward. However
very few parts of either region are left uncovered by transit institutions, and strong regionalization
institutions help mitigate the high number of transit agencies.

San Francisco-Oakland-Hayward MSA
With 21 transit agencies, several major agencies in the region have over 20% of their riders transferring
to/from another system at one end of their trip, with some systems being as high as 42% (Metropolitan
Transportation Commission, 2005, p. 6). Agencies have different fare policies, different transfer policies,
different age group definitions, and schedules are often not synced. At late night hours, this is a particular
problem, leaving riders with long waits at sometimes poorly planned transfer points. At the same time,
unlike in Detroit and Dallas, many services overlap significantly, meaning transfers can also have
advantages like service redundancies (useful if one provider breaks down) and multiple routes to the
same destination (Figure 3). The institutions that support these services are also robust, creating
formalizing ties across jurisdictions that enable multi-jurisdictional services.

Both the San Francisco-Oakland-Hayward and Los Angeles-Long Beach-Anaheim MSAs have the
same number of transit agencies, but the Bay Area has more layers of funding, with sources coming
from local option transportation taxes, decided through voter initiatives, for all five counties; bridge
toll measures approved by voters in 1988, 2004 and 2018 by nine counties (some including areas in
neighboring MSAs); as well as property tax money supporting the three-county BART district, with
funds approved by an aggregate vote across the three counties in 1962 (Bay Area Rapid Transit
District, 2019). Indeed, the Bay Area has significant regional and state funding sources that help
bridge jurisdictional institutional divides. For example, California AB 1107 of 1977 provides a 0.5%
sales tax for public transit in Alameda, Contra Costa and San Francisco counties, with 75% allocated
to BART, and 25% of the money for the MTC (AC Transit Budget, 2018–2019). Regional Measures
1, 2 and 3 provided voter approved bridge toll increases for both public transit and roads, including
a significant amount of funding for the region’s ferry system, the regional fare payment card, all
night bus service on key routes designed to connect the region, and construction of several
intermodal terminals, among other projects (Metropolitan Transportation Commission, 2019a,
2019b, 2019c).

The region also has several two-county transit districts, including the Alameda Contra Costa
Transit District (AC Transit; funded by separate sales taxes in each of the two counties, and property
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taxes), the Sonoma Marin Area Rail Transit district (funded by a 0.25% sales tax approved by voters,
covering both counties; Sonoma-Marin Area Rail Transit District Annual Report, 2017).

The region has several joint powers authorities, with membership from other transit agencies,
allowing for cross-agency and cross-county services. These include Peninsula Corridor Joint Powers
Board (i.e. Caltrain, which covers San Francisco, San Mateo and Santa Clara counties), Altamont
Corridor Express (i.e. ACE, which covers San Joaquin and Alameda counties), and Livermore
Amador Valley Transit Authority. These multi-agency boards provide a vehicle for sharing resources
and planning across cities, counties and transit districts, making multi-county services like the
Caltrain commuter service possible. Another advantage of such services is their boards naturally
have representation from their membership, creating conjunctions between transit agencies, or
between transit agencies and cities or counties. For example, Caltrain has board members from
the city and county of San Francisco, the City of San Jose, Santa Clara County, and San Mateo
County, in addition to a representative from the Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC),
the region’s MPO.

However a challenge is that many of these institutions were developed piecemeal, and strong
cross-county travel patterns require stronger integration of services than the current institutions can
provide. The need for greater coordination has been recognized going back to Crisholm’s work
(1989), but in the last decade the Metropolitan Transportation Commission has initiated the Clipper
Card and targeted funds at transfer hubs, schedule coordination, wayfinding signs and other means
to better coordinate services across the region (Metropolitan Transportation Commission, 2006)
Nevertheless, with 21 agencies, greater institutional integration and changes to enabling legislation
will likely be needed to provide the level of cross-county service the economy appears to demand.

Los Angeles-Long Beach-Anaheim MSA
The Los Angeles-Long Beach-Anaheim MSA has only two counties, and most travel occurs within
each county (Table 2). However the region also has 21 transit agencies, requiring integrating
practices to enable cross-agency trips to occur (Figure 4). The region also has a six-county commuter
rail network known as the Southern California Regional Rail Authority, or Metrolink, which enables
cross-county trips, though service is not nearly as frequent as BART, mostly occurring during
commute hours on the lines within the MSA. While the region uses formal conjunctions between
transit agencies and MPOs to enable coordination of services and policies, the MPO’s role is limited
due to the strong reliance on county-level local option transportation sales taxes, and the lack of
multi-county funding sources; therefore most of the transit planning occurs at county transit
agencies, which are independent from county and city governments, but strongly influenced by
them as their boards have many conjunctions with county and city governments (Southern
California Regional Rail Authority, 2014). The Southern California Regional Rail Authority
(Metrolink) is a multi-county organization, but does not have its own funding source (like
BART’s property tax, for example), instead receiving contributions from its member counties, and
provides significantly less service to counties that do not have a transportation sales tax in place (e.g.
Ventura County). (Southern California Association of Governments, 2016, p. 130). While this
county lies outside the MSA, the lack of service by Metrolink indicates the degree to which service
is a function of voluntary contributions based on local funding. Voter approval of each transporta-
tion sales tax also coincides with approval of a budget for use of the money, and the lack of a multi-
county funding source also means a weak multi-county planning process for use of the funds. For
example, Orange County’s voters approved a sales tax in 2006, which will last for 30 years. Some
trains stop at the county line, and while the Orange County plan calls for extending them into Los
Angeles, this will require separate approval from Los Angeles County. Los Angeles County’s
Measures M and R put only a small percentage of money into this project, and Metro’s current
plans do not include this project, instead investing $4.3 billion for a different right of way through
the West Santa Ana Branch Transit Corridor12 (Orange County Transportation Authority, 2019; Los
Angeles County, Proposed Ordinance 16–01; 2016).
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Coordination between these two counties is made difficult by the lack of a multi-county funding
stream. As in the San Francisco MSA, with Caltrain, Los Angeles MSA has links through interagency
agreements, developed horizontally. Metrolink helps integrate services across six counties, two of
which are in the Los Angeles MSA. This arrangement helps facilitate cross-county links, but lacks a
cross-county local option sales tax between Los Angeles County Metro and Orange County
Transportation Authority. Consequently, 96.7% of jurisdictions served by LA Metro are in Los
Angeles County, while 87.5% of jurisdictions served by Orange County Transportation Authority
(OCTA) are in Orange County.

Both LA Metro and OCTA still provide significant multi-jurisdictional institutions within their
respective counties, since each county covers a very large portion of the region, and the vast majority
of trips do not cross the county line (Table 2), though slow road conditions and weak transit
connections inhibit cross-county travel. Additionally, 76% of the MSA population lives in Los
Angeles County, meaning many trips can be accomplished within the LA Metro service area—
making cross-county services less crucial than in the San Francisco Bay Area. However, perhaps
more crucial in the Los Angeles-Long Beach-Anaheim MSA are vertical links between the county
transit agency and local municipal agencies, which are independent entities.

This research captures a clear distinction between how county transit agencies coordinate with
each other, horizontally, and how they interact with local city agencies through vertical coordination.
As in San Francisco-Oakland-Hayward, vertical links are facilitated by state funding, though unlike
the Bay Area, there is no multi-county funding in the Los Angeles-Long Beach-Anaheim MSA. The
California Transportation Development Act (TDA) establishes a system of distribution of Local
Transportation Funds (LTF) through county transportation commissions for transit operations (and
through the Metropolitan Transportation Commission in the Bay Area), and ensures that these
agencies cover the entire county (California Government Code §29532.1; 29530–29536, California
Government Code §66500; California Public Utilities Code §99214). i,e. local cities cannot simply
opt out, as in Michigan and Texas. Sometimes city agencies exist in addition to county transit
agencies. For example, in Los Angeles, there is vertical integration of funds and interagency
agreements between county and city transit agencies—for example, interagency agreements between
Los Angeles Metro and a number of city transit agencies in Los Angeles County ensuring use of the
same Tap Card (Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority & Palos Verdes
Peninsula Transit Authority, October 23, 2014).

There are also strong funding agreements in Los Angeles—for example, the sales tax approved by
Los Angeles County voters in 2016 known as Measure M (Los Angeles County, Proposed Ordinance
16–01, 2016), which approved an additional 1% sales taxes to pay for transit and roads, with 20% of
the collections going to operations. Through special state enabling legislation, Measure M does not
sunset in the way sales taxes in most other California counties do (California Public Utilities Code
Division 12, §130000; California Revenue and Taxation Code, Part 1.6, Division 2, §7251), and
guarantees a local return of 16%, enabling many cities in Los Angeles County to develop their own
transit system, but also providing a mechanism for improved coordination between city agencies,
and between city and county.

For the rider, this means a proliferation of municipal services, with separate fares within each
county. Also, county-level planning has led to discounted transfers within each county, and within
Los Angeles County, riders can benefit from using a TAP card to transfer from agency to agency.
However for riders going from Los Angeles or Long Beach to Orange County, service is sparse, many
trips require transfer at the county line. Some trains go all the way through and some do not. And
each county is focusing its sales tax funds on a different route for cross-county capital service
improvements, hoping that the other will finish its portion in the future.
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Comparing the two California cases

As in the Bay Area, and indeed, across California metro areas, there are extensive formal ties,
facilitating cross-jurisdictional service, particularly across cities and unincorporated areas. However
in Southern California, this system is not very successful at crossing county lines. This is partly due
to the fact that state LTF funds are distributed by a regional MPO in the Bay Area, but by individual
county transportation commissions in Southern California. This is also because the San Francisco-
Oakland-Hayward MSA has tried to overcome this institutional challenge with the creation of
several multi-county districts, a regional toll bridge authority, and several joint powers authorities.
Los Angeles-Long Beach-Anaheim as some joint powers authorities, like Metrolink, but no multi-
county transit agencies or multi-county funding sources, like those discussed in the San Francisco
case. Metrolink’s voluntary funding makes for service that more is uneven, with stronger frequencies
in counties that are willing to pay for it.

In California, policy solutions seem eminently possible, due to the state’s robust role in establish-
ing the current system and creating the laws that govern it. Even though the various services cover
the entirety of both MSAs, they still have a great deal of fragmentation from one county to another,
and between city and county transit agencies, even though in the Los Angeles case, voter approved
county sales taxes fund both county and city transit services, despite the large amount coming from
the state TDA (and its LTF funds) (California Government Code §29532.1; 29530–29536, California
Government Code §66500; California Public Utilities Code §99214). Even in the Bay Area, local
option transportation taxes are usually approved at the county level, except occasional bridge toll
increases, which are decided by a nine county vote (Weinreich, 2016a, 2016b), and multi-county
sales and property taxes for transit districts that cover more than one county. The state TDA is
particularly important in both regions in establishing an institutional structure that enables transit
agencies to cover anywhere in the county that they believe service needs to go; however the TDA also
limits planning and funding sources for services that cross county lines, particularly in Los Angeles-
Long Beach-Anaheim. This is in spite of the fact that much of this money is coming from the state
government, giving the state strong leverage to ensure cross-county coordination, which it is not
using. This analysis also indicates the salience of implementing state statutes that authorize or
incentivize multi-county local option transportation taxes to ensure multi-county planning—an
authority which exists for multi-county transit districts like those in the Bay Area, but is limited
by the historic lack of multi-county transit organizations or multi-county LTF distribution in the Los
Angeles-Long Beach-Anaheim MSA.

Future research

Some elements of regionalization cannot be captured fully through examination of formal institu-
tions, and will require further research into regional norms of transit governance. For example
formal regionalizing institutions do not reflect the strength of the MPO (Bollens, 1997; Sciara &
Wachs, 2007; Weinreich, 2016b), only that a formal conjunction exists between cities or counties and
the MPO. Additionally, more research on the norms of funding, governance and operation will
reveal differences between legal arrangements like joint powers authorities, conjunctions and multi-
jurisdictional funding measures that ostensibly would appear the same based on formal institutions
alone, and might help answer questions like why adjacent transit agencies find it challenging to
coordinate and integrate services—for example in the case of DDOT and SMART in Detroit, while
in Dallas, FWTA and DART, which were also adjacent, were able to coordinate through an
interagency agreement. Norms would also reveal instances where interagency agreements, conjunc-
tions and other governance measures that appear strong in theory are actually not so in practice.
Understanding when and under what circumstances one should qualify such relationships is
a crucial next step.
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Related research can also examine the fragmentation of new transportation forms, like app-based,
on-demand services managed by private providers. This study confined its scope to formal agree-
ments of public transportation services, since these are affected by formal laws and institutional
boundaries, which are both foundational and easily measured. Private services funded by non-
governmental organizations may be a method to cross jurisdictional boundaries more easily, as
they receive funding from private financing, not taxation, but are likely to create new types of
boundaries, like separate apps, schedules and payment systems for each service.

Future research can also compare the results with other countries, where public transit is funded
and managed through the national government, or through public enterprises supported by taxes or
other benefits. This may be somewhat analogous to findings from very centralized states like
Maryland, but with transit governed at an even higher level of government.

Conclusions

This analysis drew from data analyzing 200 metro regions in the United States for variation in
fragmentation and regionalizing institutions that provide the support for cross-jurisdictional transit
to be provided, if local leaders wanted to do so. This case study analysis helps understand the how
each type of cross-jurisdictional regionalizing institution affects the strength of institutional coordi-
nation, collaboration and cooperation when providing cross-jurisdictional services. These cases were
selected to illustrate how regions that were all highly fragmented developed different methods for
overcoming fragmentation—some more effective than others. Further work of this kind could
compare transit in areas with state-provided services (like in many East Coast states like
Maryland), or regions with low fragmentation like Las Vegas. The four cases here certainly represent
particular types of formal and institutional structures common across many regions in the U.S.,
though circumstances and needs are likely to be different.

The four cases examined here highlight a number of ways that formal coordinative institutions
can impact the strength of regionalization, in addition to the sheer number of transit agencies,
indicating the particular importance of making transportation decisions at higher levels of govern-
ment. While all four cases had high fragmentation, the two regions where regionalization measures
were low by comparison (Detroit and Dallas) both had state laws allowing local cities or townships to
opt in/out of transit services, leading to major service gaps, and large areas without any transit
service at all. By contrast, the California MSAs made most transit decisions at the county level, along
with substantial support at the multi-county, regional and state levels. Indeed, state funding was
distributed through county-level decision making bodies. This had the benefit of ensuring high
coverage within a single county, and was the strongest reason for the high levels of cross-
jurisdictional formal institutions found in Weinreich et al. (2018), in spite of the fact that these
two regions each had over 20 transit agencies. However this institutional dynamic also led to sharp
divisions at the county line, due to a lack of conjunctions across counties, and few sub-state funding
structures covering more than one county. The contrast between the two areas showed significantly
more cross-county structures in the Bay Area. The Bay Area also had significantly more cross-county
travel, indicating a greater need for such structures. By contrast, the MSA anchored by Los Angeles
had institutions that provided for most of its travel needs, which are within a single county.

While in the two California MSAs, the state is advancing a significant share of the local transit
funding, the state is doing very little to require transit agencies to coordinate with other state-funded
or state-authorized transit operators, though the state certainly has leverage through its TDA funds,
and has already developed a distribution system in the Bay Area that does a better job of promoting
cross-county planning than in the one in Los Angeles-Long Beach-Anaheim.

In the Detroit and Dallas MSAs, the state plays a much smaller role, due to its more limited
financial support. However the state has helped create many of their problems through legislation
allowing cities and townships, including Detroit, to opt out of SMART or have no transit system at
all. Michigan’s abortive attempts to create a four-county regional transit authority could have
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resolved these problems, facilitating the implementation of services that can overcome jurisdictional
barriers. State governments can make other institutional changes, including authorization for local
taxes and funding, the establishment of cross-jurisdictional transit institutions, and laws making it
difficult or impossible for cities and townships to opt out of transit authorities.

Local option transportation taxes are a growing way to finance public transit and roads, as federal
money has become less predictable. However if local cities and townships are allowed to opt out of the
system, it is difficult or impossible to provide service that goes to many population centers and work
sites. As our urban areas grow, our institutions need to grow with them, but the inability of transit
agencies in Dallas and other places to expand into newly developed suburbs has hampered the ability of
residents to reach new job centers in far flung, fast-growing jurisdictions like Frisco and Arlington.
States can help by establishing local option taxing legislation that ensures the decision to opt in or out
takes place at the county level or even the multi-county level. Local governments and transit agencies
can also make many changes in the absence of state intervention. There are numerous opportunities for
cross-jurisdictional services through interagency agreements, which can be supported by leadership at
the MPO or COG. This can include the creation of a permanent joint powers agency to provide multi-
jurisdictional services, as seen in California, though these carry the drawback that they can lead to
uneven service across jurisdictions, in the absence of a districtwide funding source. Additionally,
without strong leadership from the MPO, COG, or state government, joint powers authorities are likely
to cover just a few agencies, confined to their corner of the region. In the San Francisco-Oakland-
Hayward MSA, this has led to a patchwork of transit agencies, requiring multiple transfers; though the
presence of several multi-county funding sources, leadership by the MPO and other planning organiza-
tions has helped overcome these challenges through the development of transfer hubs, lifeline overnight
services, and a regional fare debit card (Clipper).

There is also the possibility of creating a multi-jurisdictional independent special district, like
DART, SMART, or BART, among others, with its own funding source; in such cases, the institution
can facilitate more consistent service, but the structure also makes it difficult to coordinate services
with neighboring special districts in the absence of conjunctions, joint powers authorities or funding
from a higher level of government.

As more cities rely on app-based, on-demand services to provide transportation, the need will
become greater than ever to identify weak institutions that can limit first/last mile connections to
transportation services. The institutional barriers and facilitating factors identified here should
help guide the next wave of technology as well as refashion the institutions supporting fixed route
services, to better integrate them both across jurisdictional lines and between levels of
government.

Notes

1. The present study is drawn from a broader investigation of the transit systems serving the 200 most populous
metropolitan statistical areas in the United States, with measurement of the institutional fragmentation and
cross-jurisdictional mechanisms via fragmentation and regionalization indices.

2. The authors wish to be clear that choosing MSA as the unit of analysis does not indicate a normative
expectation that transit agencies should serve every rider in that unit area. Instead, it is meant to encompass
the full range of areas with a reasonably strong socioeconomic link to a central urban core that might need to
be served.

3. This paper does not include private providers because they are subject to a different set of formal rules and
institutions, and have access to private funding sources that may help bridge jurisdictional boundaries. This
would be an interesting subject for further research, though it is outside the scope of this paper.

4. i.e. The scope leaves out services requiring membership or approval, like university transit, medical services,
VA transit, hospital transit, or paratransit, among others. It also leaves out private providers (see footnote 3).

5. U.S. Census, 5-Year ACS, 2013–2017, Household Size by Vehicles Available.
6. U.S. Census, 5-Year ACS, 2011–2015, Table 1. Residence County to Workplace County Commuting Flows for

the United States and Puerto Rico Sorted by Residence Geography.
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7. SMART’s millage was recently renewed at 1 mill in a ballot referendum. https://www.freep.com/story/news/
local/michigan/2018/08/07/smart-millage-wayne-oakland-macomb-county/914413002/.

8. https://comptroller.texas.gov/economy/fiscal-notes/2016/may/local-taxes.php#data.
9. https://comptroller.texas.gov/taxes/sales/mta.php.
10. Often referred to as nesting.
11. Legislation authorizing Denton County Transportation Authority (DCTA) was passed in 2002. On

September 13, 2003, Denton County voters created DCTA, with primary revenue coming from a 0.5% local
option sales tax in its three member cities: Denton, Highland Village, and Lewisville (p. i.i.).

12. https://www.metro.net/interactives/datatables/project/.
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